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History

Pioneer and trendsetter

Innovation, design and quality –
these three words have characterised Westfalia for more than 60
years. Thanks to these characteristics we have also become a reliable
OEM partner for the automotive
industry, whether it’s Opel, VW,
Ford or Mercedes.

Setting standards. This has been
Westfalia’s guiding principle for
over 60 years. In 1951 Westfalia
was the first company to convert
a VW Bully into a motor home.
In the following six decades Westfalia
created legends in Wiedenbrück
such as the James Cook, the Sven
Hedin, the Club Joker, the California
Exclusive, the Marco Polo and the
Columbus. Although these vehicle
were all quite different, they were
all milestones in the development
of motor homes – innovative solutions along with perfect craftsman-

ship and uncompromising quality.
This made Westfalia what we are
today and defined our commitment
to the future.

Milestones in development.
Then as now!
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Design & Atmosphere

Style is a matter of personal taste!
Warm colours, the attractive light
and the elegant design invite you
to make yourself cosy. Westfalia
consistently focuses on the highest
quality so you can always enjoy
your leisure time to the full: Highquality HPL furniture surfaces with
scratch-proof coating, brushed
aluminium frames and a generous
mineral glass kitchen worktop
ensure that you can enjoy your
Westfalia for a very long time.
Wherever you look, the Columbus
will win you over with its elegant
and timeless design: spots and light
rails provide agreeable illumination,

while the mirror door leading to
the bathroom creates a modern
and inviting atmosphere in the
living room.
The external appearance is also
unobtrusive and modern. A vehicle
for travelling in style in the city as
well as in the remotest corners of
the world.

 The combination of high-quality
materials characterises the Columbus.

 Moments to appreciate the harmonious combination of colours and
textures.

 Perfect craftsmanship combined
with proverbial Westfalia quality
makes the difference.
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Columbus 600 D

The 600 D – compact and agile

The 600 D perfectly combines an
attractive floor plan with optimal
agility.

The 600 D floor plan version with
a rear double bed transverse to the
direction of travel is the perfect solution for travellers who want a high
degree of sleeping comfort while at
the same time benefiting from the
agility of a six meter-long vehicle.
The generous bed with its 1.40 by
1.97 metre mattress fills the entire
rear area of the vehicle. The bed can
be partly folded up and moved to
the rear to increase the space behind the kitchen.
What applies to the Columbus 640 E
also applies to the 600 D. If you re-

move the front wheels on your
bicycles you can easily transport
them in the generous rear garage,
with the bed folded down. Having
to lock your bicycles to the front
of the vehicle or mounting them
on the bicycle rack are now at last
a thing of the past.

 Big and comfortable, the rear double bed in the Columbus 600 D.
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Columbus 640 E

The 640 E – maximum sleeping comfort
The Westfalia 640 E also makes
your wish come true for additional
space and thus for additional sleeping comfort.
The Columbus 640 E is the single
bed version in this series.

Two big single beds that can be
transformed into one massive
double bed by means of an insert
offer more space to dream, should
you decide to opt for this floor
plan version.
What is more, the back of the bed
can be folded up, just like the
Columbus 600 D, creating enough
space for at least three bicycles

in the big rear storage compartment.
If for example you remove the front
wheels on your bicycles to reduce the
overall height, then you can pack them
into the large garage even with the bed
folded down. Safe and comfortable.

 Two single beds become one massive
double bed by means of an insert.
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Mobile comfort

Benefit from 60 years of motor home experience!
Whether you’re going on a weekend trip or on vacation: with the
Columbus, Westfalia makes big
travel dreams come true in a compact space. Every detail is the result
of 60 years of experience in the
construction of motor homes.
The heating system is absolutely
unique for this vehicle type. The
combination of hot water heating
and optional floor heating system
guarantees snug and uniformly
distributed temperatures all over
the vehicle.

The patented Lattoflex system guarantees a good night’s rest: with
flexible wing springs to support your
body exactly where you need it.
Also the ergonomic double seat
bench ensures exceptional driving
and sitting comfort: the contours
adapt to your back, thus guaranteeing relaxing sitting comfort,
even on long journeys, while the
integrated Isofix fixtures provide
the perfect attachments for child
car seats.
The fully equipped bathroom with
luxurious shower, toilet and wash-

basin ensures comfortable journeys
even far off the beaten track. The
optional outdoor shower provides
additional refreshment on hot
days. You won’t miss a thing while
you’re on the road.

 The bed construction in the
Columbus. The mattress rests on
a multi-dimensional spring system.

 The optional floor heating system
provides a room climate you would
expect at home.
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Attractive functionality

Travelling and living at its best!
Compact outside – complete inside:
innovative construction ideas and a
clever room layout guarantee travel
comfort at its best! The core feature
of the Columbus is the variable use
of the interior equipment. Thanks
to the fixed mounted rear beds you
can have a rest whenever you like
without having to do a thing. And
if you need more room once in a
while, you can easily slide away the
rear half of the bed by means of
an ingenious sliding construction.
The space next to the seat bench
can also be used either for another
double bed or for an additional
wardrobe. An optional additional

wall cupboard is available for the
kitchen area.
Whether you stay in the open air or
inside, you will find everything you
need in the Columbus, and a little
more. For example, the flexible
dining table can be used outside
the vehicle as well. The pull-out
compressor cool-box is accessible from the inside as well as the
outside. So you always have cool
drinks at hand, even for your BBQ
in the evening. And if you feel like
spending a cosy evening in your
home on wheels, you can fix a TV
set or blinds on the multi-purpose

rails. The central operating unit in
the driver’s cabin is revolutionary in
its simplicity and provides access to
all on-board functions.

 Perfect use of a limited space –

storage facilities in the Columbus.

 All technical elements onboard are
controlled by a central control panel.
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Technical data

Vehicle basis

Fiat Ducato

Diesel engine / gearbox

115 Multijet; 85 kW (115 HP) / 5 gear manual transmission
(Columbus 600 D only)
130 Multijet; 97 kW (130 HP) / 6 gear manual transmission
150 Multijet; 112 kW (150 HP) / 6 gear manual transmission
180 Multijet; 134 kW (180 HP) / 6 gear manual transmission
optional semi-automatic transmission

Length / width / height Columbus 600 D

5,998 mm × 2,050 mm × 2,600 mm

Length / width / height Columbus 640 E

6,363 mm × 2,050 mm × 2,600 mm

Wheelbase

4,035 mm

Mass in running order (DIN 1646-2)*

Columbus 600 D: 2,996 kg, Columbus 640 E: 3,070 kg

Permissible total weight

3,500 kg

Trailer load (braked / trailer without brake)

2,000 kg / 750 kg

Sleeping / sitting places

2 –  4 / 4

Inside equipment

pull-out 40 l cool box
4.8 kW hot water heating system with 4 convectors
Floor heating in living area and wet cell (optional)
Isofix fixtures for child car seats
Mirror cabinet in wet cell

Fresh and waste water tanks

90 l / 100 l

Dimensions

D

Measurements:
Columbus 600 D

A
B

C

A:
B:
C:
D:

Wheelbase 4,035 mm
Length 5,998 mm
Width 2,050 mm
Height 2,600 mm

Columbus 640 E
A:
B:
C:
D:

Wheelbase 4,035 mm
Length 6,363 mm
Width 2,050 mm
Height 2,600 mm

* Mass in running order includes driver, full fuel tank, fresh water 90% full, gas store with filled bottles, as well as tools, adapter cables and
extension cables.

Equipment options

Interior fittings

„Roseland“ fabric

Vehicle body colours
Pastel shades

Imperial Blue

Banquise White

Carioca Yellow

Alumino Grey

Lago Blue

Golden White

Fer Grey

Profondo Red

Black

Tiziano Red

Line Blue

Metallic colours*

* Metallic paint is optional.
At time of printing. For technical printing reasons, the colours shown may vary from the original.
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Floor plans Columbus-Class

Columbus 600 D, rear double bed

Columbus 640 E, 2 single beds

Options

2 & 2 sleeping places (front bed)

1 & 2 sleeping places, storage space

Living
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The general terms and conditions of Westfalia Mobil GmbH apply. We cannot be held responsible for misprints or errors.
We reserve the right to make technical changes. Vehicles in pictures may feature optional equipment not included in the standard version.

westfalia-mobil.de

Westfalia Mobil GmbH
Franz-Knöbel-Straße 34
D-33378 Rheda-Wiedenbrück
Fon +49 (0) 52 42 / 15-0
Fax +49 (0) 52 42 / 15-471
infoservice@westfalia-mobil.de

